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The Bubble Collector
Poems & Drawings by Vikram Madan

***WINNER OF THE 2013 MOONBEAM CHILDREN’S BOOK AWARD FOR POETRY***
Kids and grown-ups are going to laugh, smile, snicker, chortle,
chuckle, and giggle their way through the silly, the fantastical, and
the plain old ordinary in this fresh and inventive collection of
original, humorous poems written and illustrated by Bellevue poet
& award-winning cartoonist Vikram Madan. By combining hilarious
rhymes with mad-cap drawings, generously sprinkled with tonguein-cheek humor and surprise endings, Vikram Madan has created a
fun & funny collection that is clever and varied, and certain to
delight readers of all ages over and over again.
The Bubble Collector * March 29th, 2013 * Humorous Poetry * Paperback
148 Pages * $12.95 * Ages 7 & Up * ISBN 978-1482397611

REVIEWS AND BLURBS:
“School, family, mealtime, animals, and imaginary creatures are among the everyday and
outlandish subjects Madan visits in this freewheeling compilation of 100 poems... The poetic
styles are just as varied… The overall tone is more uniform tending towards the
wisecracking and impish... A common denominator is humor... The author's screwball,
black-line cartoons work in tandem with the text, in some cases delivering the poems'
punch lines. A high-spirited read-aloud.” - Publishers Weekly
“...a lively and kid-friendly collection...” - J. Patrick Lewis, US Children's Poet Laureate
(2011-2013) and author of over 75 poetry books

“...The Bubble Collector will have you bubbling over with laughs. This light and lithe
collection... will surely tickle your funny bone” - Douglas Florian, Author of numerous
acclaimed poetry books including Dinothesaurus, Insectlopedia, Shiver Me Timbers and more

“This wonderfully illustrated collection of poems … is reminiscent of Dr. Seuss and Shel
Silverstein … [and] a great book to introduce children to the joys of poetry” – The Elliott
Bay Book Company, Seattle’s largest independent bookstore.
“[A] Charming, Funny, Delightful Book”– Queen Anne Book Co., Seattle
“The Bubble Collector is a witty look at the world through poems and drawings... Get a
copy. Sit back and enjoy” - David L. Harrison, Award-winning author of 80 poetry & other books
“Wickedly Funny”– Kid-Lit-Reviews Blog
“A Very Fun Poetry Book Any Kid Would Enjoy”– This-Kid-Reviews-Books Blog
“Hysterical”, “Whimsical And Fun”, “Cheerful”, “Stellar”, “Funny”, “Deliciously Wondrous”,
“A Delight of Surprises”, “A Work of Art” – Amazon Reader Reviews
Average Rating on Amazon.Com and GoodReads.com: 5 stars
BIO: Seattle-area poet and artist Vikram Madan was born and raised in India,
where he developed an early love for poetry and cartooning. Over the years, Vikram
has won awards for editorial-cartooning, movie-making, and, most recently, poetry.
An engineer by training, Vikram worked in the Seattle-area high-tech industry for
many years. He currently studies classical art technique at the Gage Academy of Art
in Seattle. He is the author and illustrator of ‘The Bubble Collector’.
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